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We demonstrate that the Unruh-DeWitt harmonic-oscillator detectors in (1þ 1) dimensions derivative-
coupled with a massless scalar field can mimic the atom mirrors in free space. Without introducing the
Dirichlet boundary condition to the field, the reflectivity of our detector or atom mirror is dynamically
determined by the interaction of the detector’s internal oscillator and the field. When the oscillator-field
coupling is strong, a broad frequency range of the quantum field can be mostly reflected by the detector
mirror at late times. Constructing a cavity model with two such detector mirrors, we can see how the
quantum field inside the cavity evolves from a continuous to a quasidiscrete spectrum which gives a
negative Casimir energy density at late times. In our numerical calculations, the Casimir energy density in
the cavity does not converge until the UV cutoff is sufficiently large, with which the two internal oscillators
are always separable.
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I. INTRODUCTION

A moving mirror can produce quantum radiation from a
vacuum [1–4]; two mirrors at rest can form a cavity with a
negativeCasimir energy density inside [3–7], and one or two
such cavity mirrors moving in specific ways can create
particles in the cavity [8–11]. All these interesting physics
can be obtained by simply modeling a perfect mirror as a
Dirichlet boundary condition for the field at the position of
themirror.Nevertheless, such simplemodelsmaynot always
be satisfactory either in theoretical or experimental aspects.
Theoretically, a detector or atom inside a cavity of perfect
mirrors would experience endless echoes without relaxation
if the atom and the field are not started with a steady state of
the combined system [12]. The equilibrium approach will
never apply if one does not introduce an ad hoc dissipation
for the cavity. Experimentally, while the incident waves of
the fields at all frequencies get total reflection by a perfect
mirror in theDirichlet boundary condition, a physical mirror
is not perfect anyway: The charges of a realistic mirror
responding to the incident electromagnetic waves have a
finite relaxation time and the reflectivity reaches almost
100% only in a finite working range of frequency.
To describe more realistic situations and to see how well

the results by simply introducing the Dirichlet boundary

conditions can do, there have been some mirror models
which are more sophisticated than the simple, strong
boundary conditions for the field. For example, Barton
and Calogeracos introduced a mass term for the field at the
mirror’s position which acts like a delta-function potential
[13,14], Golestanian and Kardar applied an auxiliary field
to constrain the field amplitude around the mirror’s position
[15,16], and Sopova and Ford replaced perfect conducting
mirrors by dispersive dielectrics [17]. Recently Galley,
Behunin, and Hu constructed a mirror-oscillator-field
(MOF) model with a new internal degree of freedom of
the mirror minimally coupled to the field at the mirror’s
position to mimic the microscopic interaction between the
field and the surface charges of the mirror [18]. Such a
microscopic treatment captures the mirror-field interaction
in a more physically consistent way. The authors of [18]
also showed that their MOF model can be connected to the
earlier models in Refs. [13–16,19] with different choices of
parameters and limits. A similar model with the derivative
coupling was considered by Wang and Unruh to study the
force exerted on the mirror by vacuum fluctuations [20].
Wang and Unruh further considered a model with the
internal oscillator minimally coupled to a massive scalar
field [21] to get rid of the divergent effective mass in [20].
In Ref. [22] Sinha, Hu and the author of the present paper

realized that the mirrors in the MOF models with the
minimal and the derivative couplings behave like metal and
dielectric mirrors, respectively. They introduced a new
coupling to a harmonic-oscillator bath to describe the
interaction between the mirror’s internal degree of freedom
and the mechanical degrees of freedom such as the vibra-
tion of the mirror substrate and the environment connected
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by the suspension of the mirror. They also verified that in
the strong coupling regime their results are close to those
with the Dirichlet boundary conditions [23–26].
Since the MOF models are nonlinear due to the mirror

motion, one usually needs to make some linear approx-
imations in practical calculations. Among those approx-
imations, restricting the mirror moving along a prescribed
worldline may be the simplest one. By doing so, the motion
of the mirror is not dynamical, and a derivative-coupling
MOF model in Ref. [22] reduces to a derivative-coupling
Unruh-DeWitt (UD0) harmonic-oscillator (HO) detector
theory [27–30] with additional HO baths, which is the
model we are considering in this paper.
The late-time reflectivity of our “detector mirror” in the

weak oscillator-field (OF) coupling regime is similar to the
atom mirrors in the cavity and waveguide QED [11,31–37],
whose reflectivity are peaked in a narrow band around a
single frequency of resonance. The cavity of those atom
mirrors can only generate few cavity modes inside since the
detector and atom mirrors are almost transparent for other
harmonics [32]. In the field-theoretical derivation for the
Casimir effect [5], however, one needs to sum over all the
cavity modes to get the Casimir energy density in a perfect
cavity. Thus in this paper we extend our attention to the
detector mirrors in the strong OF coupling regime, where
the reflectivity of the detector mirror is close to 100% in a
very wide frequency range of the field. Later we will see
that, while the transient behaviors of the combined system
can be significantly different for different coupling
strengths, the late-time renormalized energy density of
the field inside a cavity of our detector mirrors is always
negative even in the weak OF coupling regime where the
cavity modes are few.
The paper is organized as follows. The classical theory

for our single “detector mirror” is given in Sec. II, where we
examine the relaxation time and the late-time behavior of
the system and then derive the late-time reflectivity
determined by the interplay between the HO and the field.
In Sec. III we develop the quantum theory of the detector
mirror and show that the energy density of the field outside
the detector mirror is zero at late times while the equal-time
correlations of the field amplitudes at different positions are
reduced by the mirror. In Sec. IV, we consider a cavity of
the detector mirrors, show that there are indeed many cavity
modes inside our cavity at late times in the strong OF
coupling regime, and then calculate the late-time renor-
malized energy density inside the cavity, which turns out to
be negative for all nonzero coupling strengths. After
addressing the HO-HO entanglement at late times, a
summary of our findings is given in Sec. V.

II. DETECTOR MIRROR:
CLASSICAL THEORY

A mirror moving along the worldline zμ with its internal
degree of freedom Q coupled with a quantum field Φ in

(1þ 1)D Minkowski space may be described by the action
given in Eq. (1) of Ref. [22], with Z there replaced by z1

and with the mechanical damping Γ and noise ξ in Eq. (35)
there introduced. Since the position of the mirror z1 is not
considered as a dynamical variable in this paper, we can
write down the reduced action as

S¼−
Z

dtdx
1

2
∂μΦxðtÞ∂μΦxðtÞ

þ1

2

Z
dτ½ð∂τQðτÞÞ2−Ω2

0Q
2ðτÞ�

−
Z

dτ
Z

dtdxλðτÞQðτÞ∂τΦxðtÞδðt−z0ðτÞÞδðx− z1ðτÞÞ

−
Z

dτdy
1

2
∂νZyðτÞ∂νZyðτÞ

−
Z

dτdyλ̃ðτÞQðτÞ∂τZyðτÞδðy−ϑÞ; ð1Þ

which is a derivative-coupling UD0 detector theory [27–30].
Here the natural unit with the speed of light c ¼ 1 is
adopted, ðt; xÞ are the Minkowski coordinates, τ is the
proper time of the detector mirror,Q is a HO of massm ¼ 1
living in an internal space of the detector, and λðτÞ is the
switching function of the OF coupling, assumed to be
vanishing before the initial time τI. The derivative coupling
is chosen for its well-behaved radiation reaction term,
which is the first derivative of the proper time of the
detector [e.g., Eq. (13)]. The function λ̃ðτÞ corresponds to
the coupling between the internal HO and the environ-
mental oscillator bath responsible for the mechanical
damping and noise. It can be switched on at a different
initial moment τ0I ≠ τI . In the strong OF coupling regime,
the absolute value of the OF coupling jλj is much greater
than the oscillator-environment (OE) coupling jλ̃j so that
the former interaction dominates and the detail of the
environment would not be important. Thus for simplicity
and consistency, we model the complicated environmental
degrees of freedom such as the vibration of the mirror
substrate and those connected by the suspension of the
mirror by a single massless scalar field ZyðτÞ in another
internal space y ∈ R1 and assume that the internal HO of
the mirror also acts as an UD0 detector located at y ¼ ϑ in
that internal space [38]. In this way the dissipation and
fluctuations will be related consistently. Then the action (1)
is quadratic and the combined system is linear and solvable.
When considering two or more mirrors, the internal space
y, the phase parameter ϑ, and the coupling λ̃ of each mirror
will be considered independent of those of the other
detector mirrors.
From (1) the conjugate momenta of the detector, the

field, and the mechanical environment read

PðτÞ ¼ δS
δ∂τQðτÞ ¼ ∂τQðτÞ; ð2Þ
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ΠxðtÞ ¼
δS

δ∂tΦxðtÞ
¼ ∂tΦxðtÞ − λðτtÞQðτtÞδðx − z1ðτtÞÞ; ð3Þ

ϒyðτÞ ¼
δS

δ∂τZyðτÞ
¼ ∂τZyðτÞ − λ̃ðτÞQðτÞδðy − ϑÞ; ð4Þ

respectively, with which the Hamiltonian on a t slice is given by

HðtÞ ¼ 1

2v0ðτtÞ
½P2ðτtÞ þ Ω2

0Q
2ðτtÞ�

þ 1

2

Z
dxf½ΠxðtÞ þ λðτtÞQðτtÞδðx − z1ðτtÞÞ�2 þ ½∂xΦxðtÞ�2g

þ 1

2v0ðτtÞ
Z

dyf½ϒyðτtÞ þ λ̃ðτtÞQðτtÞδðy − ϑÞ�2 þ ½∂yZyðτtÞ�2g

þ λðτtÞQðτtÞ
v1ðτtÞ
v0ðτtÞ

∂xΦz1ðτtÞðtÞ; ð5Þ

where τt is obtained by solving t ¼ z0ðτtÞ and vμðτÞ≡
∂τzμðτÞ is the two-velocity [41].
Suppose the detector is at rest at x ¼ 0 in the

external Minkowski space, so that z1ðτÞ ¼ 0, z0ðτÞ ¼
τ ¼ t, v1ðτÞ ¼ 0 and v0ðτÞ ¼ 1. Then the value of the
Hamiltonian (5) equals

EðtÞ ¼ 1

2
½ð∂tQðtÞÞ2 þ Ω2

0Q
2ðtÞ�

þ 1

2

Z
dx½ð∂tΦxðtÞÞ2 þ ð∂xΦxðtÞÞ2�

þ 1

2

Z
dy½ð∂τZyðtÞÞ2 þ ð∂yZyðtÞÞ2�; ð6Þ

which appears no cross term between different kinds of the
degrees of freedom. Anyway, the Euler-Lagrange equations
in this case,

ð∂2
t − ∂2

xÞΦxðtÞ ¼ ∂tðλðtÞQðtÞÞδðxÞ; ð7Þ

ð∂2
t − ∂2

yÞZyðtÞ ¼ ∂tðλ̃ðtÞQðtÞÞδðy − ϑÞ; ð8Þ

ð∂2
t þΩ2

0ÞQðtÞ ¼ −λðtÞ∂tΦ0ðtÞ − λ̃ðtÞ∂tZϑðtÞ; ð9Þ

from (1), are still coupled. The general solution of the field
Φ in (7) can be expressed as

ΦxðtÞ ¼ Φ½0�
x ðtÞ þΦ½1�

x ðtÞ; ð10Þ

where Φ½0�
x ðtÞ is the homogeneous solution satisfying

□Φ½0� ¼ 0 and Φ½1�
x ðtÞ is the inhomogeneous solution

given by

Φ½1�
x ðtÞ ¼

Z
∞

−∞
dτ∂τðλðτÞQðτÞÞGretðt; x; z0ðτÞ; z1ðτÞÞ

¼ 1

2
λðt − jxjÞQðt − jxjÞ; ð11Þ

after an integration by part. Here the retarded Green’s
function for a massless scalar field in (1þ 1)-dimensional
Minkowski space R1

1 reads Gretðt; x; t0; x0Þ ¼ θ½ðtþ xÞ−
ðt0 þ x0Þ�θ½ðt − xÞ − ðt0 − x0Þ�=2, where θðxÞ is the
Heaviside step function with the convention θð0Þ ¼ 1=2.
The surface terms in (11) have been dropped since limτ→∞
Gretðt; x; z0ðτÞ; z1ðτÞÞ ¼ 0 for all finite t and x, and we
assume limτ→−∞λðτÞ ¼ 0 long before the coupling is
switched on. Similarly, the general solution of Z in (8) is

ZyðtÞ ¼ Z½0�
y ðtÞ þ 1

2
λ̃ðt − jy − ϑjÞQðt − jy − ϑjÞ; ð12Þ

where Z½0�
y ðtÞ is the homogeneous solution. Inserting the

solutions of the field Φ and the mechanical environment Z
into (9), one obtains

Q̈ðtÞ þ
�
λ2ðtÞ
2

þ λ̃2ðtÞ
2

�
_QðtÞ

þ
�
Ω2

0 þ
λðtÞ_λðtÞ

2
þ λ̃ðtÞ _̃λðtÞ

2

�
QðtÞ

¼ −λðtÞ _Φ½0�
0 ðtÞ − λ̃ðtÞ _Z½0�

ϑ ðtÞ; ð13Þ

which shows thatQ behaves like a driven, damped HOwith
a time-dependent frequency.
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A. Relaxation

Suppose the OF coupling is switched on at t ¼ t0,
namely, λðtÞ ¼ λθðt − t0Þ with θð0Þ ¼ 1=2, while λ̃ has
become a positive constant long before t0, and initially
Qðt0Þ ¼ _Qðt0Þ ¼ 0. Integrating (13) from t ¼ t0 − ϵ to
t0 þ ϵ for ϵ → 0þ, one has 0 ¼ _Qðt0 þ ϵÞ − _Qðt0 − ϵÞ þ
ðλ2=4ÞQðt0Þ for continuous QðtÞ. This implies that _Q is
continuous around t ¼ t0 since Qðt0Þ ¼ 0, and so the
solution for (13) reads

QðtÞ ¼
Z

t

t0

dτ̃Kðt − τ̃Þ½−λ _Φ½0�
0 ðτ̃Þ − λ̃ _Z½0�

ϑ ðτ̃Þ�; ð14Þ

for t ≥ t0, where the propagator K is defined by

KðsÞ≡ 1

2Γ
e−ðγþγ̃ÞsðeΓs − e−ΓsÞ ¼ e−ðγþγ̃ÞsΓ−1 sinhΓs;

ð15Þ

with the coupling strengths γ ≡ λ2=4 > 0 and γ̃ ≡ λ̃2=
4 > 0, the parameter Γ≡ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

ðγ þ γ̃Þ2 −Ω2
0

p
in the over-

damping cases, and Γ ¼ iΩ≡ i
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Ω2

0 − ðγ þ γ̃Þ2p
in the

underdamping cases. In the cases of critical damping,
Γ−1 sinhΓs in (15) reduces to s as Γ → 0.
In the integrand of (14) one can see that there are two

channels of relaxation proportional to e−ðγþγ̃−ΓÞðt−τÞ and
e−ðγþγ̃þΓÞðt−τÞ after (15) is inserted. In the cases of under-
and critical damping, one has the relaxation timescale
1=ðγ þ γ̃Þ, which gets shorter for larger γ and γ̃. In the
overdamping cases, however, Γ is a positive real number
and so e−ðγþγ̃−ΓÞðt−τÞ sets a timescale of relaxation,

trlx ¼ ðγ þ γ̃ − ΓÞ−1; ð16Þ
which will be longer for a stronger coupling strength γ and/
or γ̃ if Ω0 is fixed. For γ ≫ Ω0, one has trlx ≈ 2ðγ þ γ̃Þ=Ω2

0.

B. Late-time solutions

Introducing a right-moving wave Φ½0�
x ðtÞ ¼ e−iωtþikx,

ω ¼ k > 0, as the driving force in (14) and assuming

Z½0�
y ðtÞ ¼ 0 for simplicity, once the OF coupling λ has

become a positive constant for a sufficiently long time for
relaxation (t − t0 ≫ trlx), one has QðtÞ ∝ e−iωt at late times
according to (14). Suppose the timescale of switching on
the OF coupling is much shorter than trlx. Inserting the late-
time ansatz QðtÞ → Q̃ωe−iωt into (13), one can solve Q̃ω

and find the late-time solution

QðtÞ → χω½−λΦ½0�
0 ðtÞ − λ̃Z½0�

ϑ ðtÞ� ¼ −λe−iωtχω; ð17Þ
with the susceptibility function

χω ≡ −iω
Ω2

0 − ω2 − 2iωðγ þ γ̃Þ ; ð18Þ

which implies that

ΦxðtÞ → e−iωðt−xÞ − 2γe−iωðt−jxjÞχω ð19Þ

≡θð−xÞ½Φ½0�
x ðtÞ þΦ½R�

x ðtÞ� þ θðxÞΦ½T�
x ðtÞ ð20Þ

from (11).

C. Reflectivity

In (19), the first term and the second term in the x < 0
region can be interpreted as the incident and reflected

waves Φ½0�
x and Φ½R�

x , respectively, while the superposition

ofΦ½0�
x andΦ½1�

x in the x > 0 region can be interpreted as the

transmitted wave Φ½T�
x , as in (20). Thus at late times we can

define the reflectivity as

jRðkÞj2 ≡ jΦ½R�
x ðtÞj2

jΦ½0�
x ðtÞj2

→ j2γχωj2 ð21Þ

and the transmittivity as

jT ðkÞj2 ≡ jΦ½T�
x ðtÞj2

jΦ½0�
x ðtÞj2

→ j1 − 2γχωj2: ð22Þ

An example of the above late-time reflectivity and
transmittivity is shown in Fig. 1. One can see that the
reflectivity is peaked around ω ¼ Ω0, where the internal
HO of the detector mirror and the incident wave of the field
are resonant. Observing that jRðkÞj2 ¼ ½γ=ðγ þ γ̃Þ�2 and
jT ðkÞj2 ¼ ½γ̃=ðγ þ γ̃Þ�2 at ω ¼ Ω0, the UD0 detector will be

FIG. 1. The late-time reflectivity jRj2 (black lines) and the sum
of the reflectivity and transmittivity jRj2 þ jT j2 (red lines)
against ω ¼ jkj, given in (21) and (22). Here Ω0 ¼ 1,
γ̃ ¼ 0.05, and γ ¼ 0.2 (dashed lines) and 10 (solid or dotted
lines). We plot the reflectivity of the minimal-coupling model
[Eq. (17) in Ref. [22]] with the same parameters (green lines) for
comparison. One can see that the derivative-coupled and the
minimal-coupled detectors act like a dielectric and a metal mirror,
respectively, in the regime of ω → 0.
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a perfect mirror [jRðkÞj2 ¼ 1] for the incident monochrome
wave if the internal HO is decoupled from the mechanical
environment (γ̃ ¼ 0). When the OE coupling γ̃ is not
negligible, however, the energy of the field Φ around
the resonant frequency will be significantly absorbed by the
environment Z, so that jRðkÞj2 þ jT ðkÞj2 becomes lower
than 1 around ω ≈Ω0.
In Fig. 1 one can also see that when the frequency of the

incident wave is far off resonance, the reflectivity is small
and so the mirror is almost transparent for that incident
wave. With weak couplings (γ; γ̃ < Ω0), large reflectivity
occurs only in a narrow frequency range of the width
Oðγ þ γ̃Þ around the resonance (dashed curves). This
feature is similar to the usual dielectric mirrors and atom
mirrors [11,31–34]. The cavities of these kind of mirrors
can produce only one or a few pairs (k ¼ �ω) of resonant
modes inside [32], since the detector mirrors are nearly
transparent for other harmonics. In constructing a cavity
model for comparing with the conventional approach to the
Casimir effect, one may need a detector mirror with a very
wide working range of frequency to form an effective
Dirichlet boundary condition Φx0ðtÞ ≈ 0 at the mirror’s
position x ¼ x0. This could be done by carefully arranging
a collection of detectors or atoms to form the mirror
[35,36]. Alternatively, one can simply raise the OF cou-
pling of a single detector all the way to the overdamping
regime for the internal HO (γ ≫ Ω0; γ̃) to achieve it. As
shown by the solid curve in Fig. 1, the reflectivity of a
detector mirror in this overdamping regime will go to
approximately 1 in a wide frequency range at late times,
though it may take a very long relaxation time to reach this
stage, as discussed in Sec. II A. Later we will see explicitly
in the quantum theory that a cavity of the detector mirrors
in the overdamping regime can indeed generate many
cavity modes and the field spectrum inside the cavity is
quasidiscrete at late times.
Note that the definition of reflectivity (21) makes sense

only at late times. jΦ½R�
x ðtÞj2=jΦ½0�

x ðtÞj2 can be greater than 1
in transient when the initial zero-point fluctuations of the
detector burst out right after the OF coupling is switched on
(see, e.g., the left plots of Fig. 4).

III. DETECTOR MIRROR:
QUANTUM THEORY

The Heisenberg equations of motion in the quantum
theory of our model (1), which is a linear system, have the
same form as the Euler-Lagrange equations (7)–(9):

ð∂2
t − ∂2

xÞΦ̂xðtÞ ¼ ∂tðλðtÞQ̂ðtÞÞδðxÞ; ð23Þ

ð∂2
t − ∂2

yÞẐyðtÞ ¼ ∂tðλ̃ðtÞQ̂ðtÞÞδðy − ϑÞ; ð24Þ

ð∂2
t þ Ω2

0ÞQ̂ðtÞ ¼ −λðtÞ∂tΦ̂0ðtÞ − λ̃ðtÞ∂tẐϑðtÞ: ð25Þ

One can see that each operator will gradually evolve to
other operators whenever the couplings are on. To deal
with, we write the operators of the dynamical variables at
finite t in terms of the linear combinations of the free
operators defined before the couplings are switched on,
each multiplied by a time-dependent c-number coefficient
called the “mode function”, namely,

Q̂AðtÞ ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ℏ

2Ω0

s
½qAAðtÞâA þ qA�A ðtÞâ†A�

þ
Z

dk
2π

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
ℏ
2w

r
½qkAðtÞâp þ qk�A ðtÞâ†k�

þ
Z

dk̃
2π

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
ℏ
2w̃

r
½qk̃AðtÞâk̃ þ qk̃�A ðtÞâ†

k̃
�

≡X
κ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ℏ

2Ωκ

s
½qκAðtÞâκ þ qκ�A ðtÞâ†κ �; ð26Þ

Φ̂xðtÞ ¼
X
κ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ℏ

2Ωκ

s
½φκ

xðtÞâκ þ φκ�
x ðtÞâ†κ �; ð27Þ

ẐyðtÞ ¼
X
κ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ℏ

2Ωκ

s
½ζκyðtÞâκ þ ζκ�y ðtÞâ†κ �; ð28Þ

where κ runs over A, fkg, and fk̃g, which are the indices for
the free HO labeled A, the free field mode of wave number
k, and the free mechanical environment mode of wave
number k̃, respectively. Here we have renamed Q̂ to Q̂A to
be consistent with the multidetector cases later in this
paper, and we denote

P
k ≡

R
dk=ð2πÞ, Pk̃ ≡

R
dk̃=ð2πÞ,

ΩA ≡Ω0, Ωk ≡ w≡ jkj, and Ωk̃ ≡ w̃≡ jk̃j. The raising
and lowering operators of the free internal HO have the
commutation relation ½âA; â†A� ¼ 1, while the creation and
annihilation operators for the free massless scalar field
and the free environment satisfy ½âk; â†k0 � ¼ 2πδðk − k0Þ and
½âk̃; â†k̃0 � ¼ 2πδðk̃ − k̃0Þ, respectively.
Applying these commutation relations of â and â† to the

Heisenberg equations (23)–(25), one obtains the equations
of motion for the mode functions:

ð∂2
t − ∂2

xÞφκ
xðtÞ ¼ ∂tðλðtÞqκAðtÞÞδðxÞ; ð29Þ

ð∂2
t − ∂2

yÞζκyðtÞ ¼ ∂tðλ̃ðtÞqκAðtÞÞδðy − ϑÞ; ð30Þ

ð∂2
t þ Ω2

0ÞqκAðtÞ ¼ −λðtÞ∂tφ
κ
0ðtÞ − λ̃ðtÞ∂tζ

κ
ϑðtÞ: ð31Þ

Again they have the same form as the Euler-Lagrange
equations, while the initial conditions will be different from
those in the classical theory. The solutions for φ and ζ are
similar to (11) and (12):
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φκ
xðtÞ ¼ φκ½0�

x ðtÞ þ 1

2
λðt − jxjÞqκAðt − jxjÞ; ð32Þ

ζκyðtÞ ¼ ζκ
½0�
y ðtÞ þ 1

2
λ̃ðt − jy − ϑjÞqκAðt − jy − ϑjÞ; ð33Þ

where φk½0�
x ðtÞ¼e−iwtþikx, ζk̃

½0�
y ðtÞ¼e−iw̃tþik̃y, and φA½0�

x ðtÞ ¼
φk̃½0�
x ðtÞ ¼ ζA

½0�
y ðtÞ ¼ ζk

½0�
y ðtÞ ¼ 0. Thus, similar to (13),

Eq. (31) becomes�
∂2
t þ

�
λ̃2ðtÞ
2

þ λ2ðtÞ
2

�
∂t

þ
�
Ω2

0 þ
λ̃ðtÞ∂tλ̃ðtÞ

2
þ λðtÞ∂tλðtÞ

2

��
qκAðtÞ

¼ −λðtÞ∂tφ
κ½0�
0 ðtÞ − λ̃ðtÞ∂tζ

κ½0�
ϑ ðtÞ; ð34Þ

after including the backreactions of the field and the
environment.

A. Mode functions for internal HO

Since the environmental effect on the system is inevi-
table even at the stage of experiment preparation while the
details of the environment are uncontrollable in laborato-
ries, we assume the OE coupling λ̃ðtÞ was switched on in
the far past t ¼ t̃0 ≪ −γ̃−1 < 0 and then settled to a
constant λ̃, and the OF coupling λðtÞ is not switched on
until t ¼ 0 [42]. Suppose the combined system started with
a factorized state:

jψðt ≤ t̃0Þi ¼ j0iQ ⊗ j0iZ ⊗ j0iΦ; ð35Þ

which is a product of the ground state of the free internal
HO j0iQ, the vacuum state of the free environment j0iZ ,
and the vacuum state of the free field j0iΦ. Then, right
before t ¼ 0, the quantum state of the combined system has
become

ρðt → 0−Þ ¼ ρQZ ⊗ ρΦ; ð36Þ

where ρQZ is the late-time state of the HO-environment
subsystem and ρΦ ¼ j0iΦh0j is still the vacuum state of the
field. Between t ¼ t̃0 and t ¼ 0, qAAðtÞ follows the equation
of motion

½∂2
t þ 2γ̃∂t þΩ2

0�qAAðtÞ ¼ 0 ð37Þ

and behaves like a damped harmonic oscillator, while qk̃AðtÞ
follows the equation

½∂2
t þ 2γ̃∂t þ Ω2

0�qk̃AðtÞ ¼ −λ̃∂tζ
k̃½0�
ϑ ðtÞ: ð38Þ

Thus, as t̃0 → −∞, ρQZ in (36) is characterized by the
two-point correlators with the late-time solutions, qAAð0Þ ¼∂tqAAð0Þ ¼ 0 for (37), and

qk̃AðtÞjt→0− ¼ λ̃iw̃e−iw̃tþik̃ϑ

Ω2
0 − w̃2 − 2iw̃ γ̃

����
t→0−

ð39Þ

for (38), which implies ∂tqk̃Að0Þ ¼ −iw̃qk̃Að0Þ.
Suppose the OF coupling is suddenly switched on at

t ¼ 0 like λðtÞ ¼ λθðtÞ. Integrating (34) from t ¼ −ϵ to ϵ
for ϵ → 0þ, one has _qκAðϵÞ − _qκAð−ϵÞ þ ðλ2=4ÞqκAð0Þ ¼ 0

provided that qκAðtÞ and φ½0�κ
0 ðtÞ are continuous. Then

introducing the conditions qAAð0Þ ¼ ∂tqAAð0Þ ¼ 0, qkAð0Þ ¼
∂tqkAð0Þ ¼ 0, and those from (39) for qk̃A and ∂tqk̃A around
t ¼ 0, the solutions of (34) for t > 0 are found to be

qkAðtÞ ¼ −λ
Z

t

t0

dτ̃Kðt − τ̃Þ _φk½0�
0 ðτ̃Þ

¼ λiw
2Γ

�
e−iwt − e−ðγþγ̃−ΓÞη−iwt0

γ þ γ̃ − Γ − iw

−
e−iwt − e−ðγþγ̃þΓÞη−iwt0

γ þ γ̃ þ Γ − iw

�
; ð40Þ

qk̃AðtÞ ¼ −λ̃
Z

t

t0

dτ̃Kðt − τ̃Þ_ζk̃½0�ϑ ðτ̃Þ þ λ̃iw̃e−ðγþγ̃Þηþik̃ϑ

2ΓðΩ2
0 − w̃2 − 2iγ̃ w̃Þ

× ½ðγ̃ − iw̃þ ΓÞeΓη − ðγ̃ − iw̃ − ΓÞe−Γη�; ð41Þ
and qAAðtÞ ¼ 0. Here η≡ t − t0 ≥ 0 with t0 ¼ 0, and the
propagator KðsÞ has been given in (15). The integral in the
first line of (41) can be worked out to get an expression
similar to the final expression in (40).
In our numerical calculation, we replace θðtÞ in λðtÞ by a

C1 function

θTðtÞ ¼
8<
:

0 t ≤ 0

½1 − cosðπt=TÞ�=2 for 0 < t < T

1 t ≥ T

ð42Þ

to regularize the delta function δðtÞ ¼ ∂tθðtÞ. Then we
find qκAðtÞ are always continuous, and our numerical results
do approach to (40) and (41) in the small T limit. Note
that our θTðtÞ is not smooth or normalizable [

R
∞
−∞ θTðtÞ

diverge], and thus our results are not restricted by the
quantum inequalities for smooth and normalizable switch-
ing functions [43–45].

B. Detector energy and HO-field entanglement

With the operator expansion (26) and the initial state
(35), the symmetric two-point correlators of the internal
oscillator of the detector read

hQ̂2
AðtÞi ¼ lim

ðt0;t0
0
Þ→ðt;t0Þ

Re

�
ℏ

2Ω0

qAAðtÞqA�A ðt0Þ

þ
Z

dk
2π

ℏ
2w

qkAðtÞqk�A ðt0Þ þ
Z

dk̃
2π

ℏ
2w̃

qk̃AðtÞqk̃�A ðt0Þ
�
;

ð43Þ
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hP̂2
AðtÞi ¼ lim

ðt0;t0
0
Þ→ðt;t0Þ

Re

�
ℏ

2Ω0

_qAAðtÞ _qA�A ðt0Þ

þ
Z

dk
2π

ℏ
2w

_qkAðtÞ _qk�A ðt0Þ þ
Z

dk̃
2π

ℏ
2w̃

_qk̃AðtÞ _qk̃�A ðt0Þ
�
;

ð44Þ

and hQ̂AðtÞ; P̂AðtÞi≡ hðQ̂AðtÞP̂AðtÞ þ P̂AðtÞQ̂AðtÞÞi=2 ¼
∂thQ̂ðtÞ2i=2. For t > t0, qAA ¼ 0 and so only the integrals
in the above expressions contribute. The closed form of
these integrals can be obtained straightforwardly after the
mode functions are inserted. For example, by inserting (40)
we get

lim
ðt0;t0

0
Þ→ðt;t0Þ

Z
dk
2π

ℏ
2w

qkAðtÞqk�A ðt0Þ ¼ ℏγ
2πΓ2

�
Γ
γ2

½ð1þ e−2γ2ηÞ ln γ2 þ Γ
γ2 − Γ

þ Ei½−ðγ2 − ΓÞη� − Ei½−ðγ2 þ ΓÞη�
�

þ e−2γ2η
��

e2Γη − 1þ Γ
γ2

�
Ei½ðγ2 − ΓÞη� þ

�
e−2Γη − 1 −

Γ
γ2

�
Ei½ðγ2 þ ΓÞη

�

þ4Λ0sinh2Γη − e2Γη ln
γ2 − Γ
Ω0

− e−2Γη ln
γ2 þ Γ
Ω0

�	
ð45Þ

for real Γ in the overdamping cases. Here EiðsÞ is the
exponential integral function, γ2 ≡ γ þ γ̃, and Λ0 ≡ −γe −
lnΩ0jt00 − t0j with the Euler’s constant γe. At late times
[η ¼ t − t0 ≫ 1=ðγ þ γ̃ − ΓÞ], (45) becomes

lim
ðt0;t0

0
Þ→ðt;t0Þ

Z
dk
2π

ℏ
2w

qkAðtÞqk�A ðt0Þ → ℏγ
2πΓγ2

ln
γ2 þ Γ
γ2 − Γ

: ð46Þ

If the environment is excluded in our consideration, (45)
will be identical to the v-part of the detector correlator
hQ̂2ðtÞiv defined in Refs. [12,39], where their closed forms
in the underdamping regime have been given. Indeed, (45)
with γ̃ ¼ 0 can be obtained from Eq. (A9) in Ref. [39] with
Ref there written as Re½f þ f��=2, then replacing the
renormalized natural frequency Ωr there for the minimal-
coupling Unruh-DeWitt HO detector theory in ð3þ 1ÞD
Minkowski space by Ω0 here for the derivative-coupling
detector model in ð1þ 1ÞD (also see the Appendix of
Ref. [12]), and finally replacing every iΩ there by Γ here
while noticing that RefΓð0; sÞg ¼ −RefEið−sÞg with the
incomplete gamma function Γð0; sÞ. Note that in this paper
we have changed the definitions of Λ0 and Λ1, correspond-
ing to the UV cutoffs, from −γe − lnΩjΔτj with Δτ → 0 in
our earlier works to −γe − lnΩ0jΔτj here since the latter is
more convenient in the overdamping regime (one cannot
simply replace Ω in the former by −iΓ, which leads to
complex values of Λ0 and Λ1). From now we will use these
new definitions for Λ0 and Λ1 even in the under- and
critical-damping cases. Associated with this change, the
ln½ðγ=ΩÞ � i� ¼ ln½ðγ � iΩÞ=Ω� terms in (A9)–(A12) of
Ref. [39] should be replaced by ln½ðγ � iΩÞ=Ω0� here.
The closed form of the integral

R
dk
2π

ℏ
2w̃ q

k̃
AðtÞqk̃�A ðt0Þ is

much more lengthy than (45) due to the non-integral term
in(41). Fortunately all these extra terms decay out at late
times, and the late-time result of the integral with qk̃A in the
overdamping regime is simply (46) with the overall factor

ℏγ replaced by ℏγ̃. Summing these two integrals together
we find

hQ̂2
Ai → Re

ℏ
2πΓ

ln
γ2 þ Γ
γ2 − Γ

ð47Þ

at late times, which also applies to the under- and critical-
damping cases for Γ ¼ iΩ and Γ → 0, respectively. In the
latter case, hQ̂2

Ai → ℏ=ðπγ2Þ at late times.
The late-time result for the correlators can also be

obtained by inserting the late-time mode functions

qkAðtÞ → −λχwe−iwt; qk̃AðtÞ → −λ̃χw̃e−iw̃tþik̃ϑ; ð48Þ

with the susceptibility function χω given in (18), into the
integrals in (43) and (44). Then we get hQ̂2

Ai in (47),
hQ̂A; P̂Ai ¼ ∂thQ̂2

Ai=2 → 0, and

hP̂2
Ai →

ℏ
2π

Re

�
4γ2Λ1 −

�
2ΓþΩ2

0

Γ

�
ln
γ2 þ Γ
γ2 − Γ

�
ð49Þ

at late times.
Note that Λ1 has to be large enough to make hP̂2

Ai
positive and the uncertainty relation U ≥ ℏ=2 valid, where
U ≡ ½hQ̂2

AihP̂2
Ai − hQ̂A; P̂Ai2�1=2 is the uncertainty function

[39]. This is not pathological, anyway. Recall that Λ1 ≡
− lnΩ0jΔτj − γe is defined in the coincidence limit
Δτ → 0. For a lower UV cutoff Λ1, the time resolution
for the internal oscillator of the detector is poorer. If Λ1 or
ωM ≡Ω0eΛ1 is too small, the correlators of the oscillators
will actually represent the nonlocal correlations of dynami-
cal variables at different proper times [e.g., hQ̂AðτÞ;
Q̂Aðτ þ ΔτÞi] with a large time difference Δτ ∼ 2π=ωM.
In this case quantum anticorrelation of vacuum fluctuations
will enter and reduce the values of the correlators and the
uncertainty function. This leads to violation of the
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uncertainty relation while the uncertainty function U has
lost its equal-time sense.
From the detector sector of (6), the expectation value of

the energy of the internal oscillator of the UD0 detector is

EA ¼ 1

2
ðhP̂2

Ai þΩ2
0hQ̂2

AiÞ →
ℏ
2π

�
4γ2Λ1 − 2Γ ln

γ2 þ Γ
γ2 − Γ

�
ð50Þ

at late times from (47) and (49). It also depends on Λ1 and
will be positive if Λ1 is sufficiently large.
The HO-field entanglement will be strong if the direct

coupling γ between them is strong. In this case the linear

entropy SL¼1=ð2UÞ, where U≡
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
hQ̂2

AihP̂2
Ai−hQ̂A;P̂Ai2

q
,

would be very close to 1 since hP̂2
Ai can be very large in the

strong OF coupling limit with a sufficiently large Λ1.

C. Reduction of late-time field correlations

A perfect mirror placed at x ¼ 0 forces a Dirichlet
boundary conditionΦx¼0ðtÞ ¼ 0 at its position. This would
cut the equal-time correlations of the field amplitudes on
different sides of the mirror, namely, hΦ̂xðtÞΦ̂x0 ðtÞi ¼ 0 for
xx0 < 0. Our detector mirror is not perfect, but it still can
reduce the correlations of the field on different sides.
From (27) and (35), the two-point correlators of the field

are given by

hΦ̂xðtÞΦ̂x0 ðt0Þi ¼
ℏ

2Ω0

φA
x ðtÞφA�

x0 ðt0Þ þ
Z

dk
2π

ℏ
2w

φk
xðtÞφk�

x0 ðt0Þ

þ
Z

dk̃
2π

ℏ
2w̃

φk̃
xðtÞφk̃�

x0 ðt0Þ: ð51Þ

At late times, in the presence of the detector mirror at
x ¼ 0, one has φA

x ¼ 0 and

φk
xðtÞ → e−iwtþikx − 2γe−iwðt−jxjÞχw; ð52Þ

φk̃
xðtÞ → −2

ffiffiffiffiffi
γγ̃

p
eik̃ϑ−iw̃ðt−jxjÞχw̃; ð53Þ

from (32), (33), and (48). Inserting these mode functions
into (51), one obtains a sum of two integrals of dummy
variables k and k̃. One can rename both k and k̃ to k to get

hΦ̂xðtÞΦ̂x0 ðt0Þi →
Z

∞

−∞

dk
2π

ℏ
2ω

feikðx−x0Þ−iωðt−t0Þ − γe−iωðt−t0Þ

× ½ð2eiðωjxj−kx0Þ − eiωðjxj−jx0jÞÞχω
þ ð2e−iðωjx0j−kxÞ − eiωðjxj−jx0jÞÞχ�ω�g ð54Þ

with ω ¼ jkj > 0, by applying the identity straightfor-
wardly from (18),

χω þ χ�ω ¼ 4ðγ̃ þ γÞjχωj2; ð55Þ

which has the form of the fluctuation-dissipation relation.
The first term in the integrand of (54) gives the correlator of
the free field; thus, the late-time renormalized two-point
correlator of the field reads

hΦ̂xðtÞΦ̂x0 ðt0Þiren ≡ hΦ̂xðtÞΦ̂x0 ðt0Þi − hΦ̂½0�
x ðtÞΦ̂½0�

x0 ðt0Þi

→ −
ℏγ
2π

Z
∞

0

dω
ω

e−iωðt−t0Þ½eiωðjxjþjx0jÞχω

þ e−iωðjxjþjx0jÞχ�ω� ð56Þ

after we split
R
∞
−∞ dkð� � �Þ into

R
0
−∞ dkð� � �Þ þ R

∞
0 dkð� � �Þ

and then express both terms in
R∞
0 dωð� � �Þ. The above

integral can be done analytically, which yields

hΦ̂xðtÞΦ̂x0 ðt0Þiren
→

ℏγ
4πΓ

feγ−Δ−Eið−γ−Δ−Þ− eγþΔ−Eið−γþΔ−Þ
þ eγ−ΔþEið−γ−ΔþÞ− eγþΔþEið−γþΔþÞ
þ iπ½θð−Δ−Þðeγ−Δ− − eγþΔ−Þ− θð−ΔþÞðeγ−Δþ − eγþΔþÞ�g

ð57Þ

with Δ� ≡ ðjxj þ jx0jÞ � ðt − t0Þ, Γ defined below (14),
and γ� ≡ γ þ γ̃ � Γ > 0.
In the strong OF couplings, overdamping regime,

γ ≫ Ω0, γ̃, one has Γ ≈ γ, and γþ ≈ 2γ ≫ 1 ≫ γ−≈
Ω2

0=ð2γÞ. For 0 < Ω2
0

2γ jΔ�j ≪ 1 ≪ 2γjΔ�j, the above late-
time renormalized field correlator approximately reads

hΦ̂xðtÞΦ̂x0 ðt0Þiren
→

ℏ
4π

�
ln jðjxj þ jx0jÞ2 − ðt − t0Þ2j þ 2 ln

Ω2
0

2γ
þ 2γe

�

þ iℏ
4
½θð−Δ−Þ − θð−ΔþÞ� þOðs ln s; 1=s0Þ ð58Þ

with s ∼Ω2
0jΔ�j=γ and s0 ∼ γjΔ�j [given esEið−sÞ →

ln sþ γe þOðs ln sÞ as s → 0 and es
0
Eið−s0Þ → −1=s0 þ

Oðs0−2Þ as s0 → ∞]. On the other hand, the two-point
correlator of the free massless scalar field in ð1þ 1ÞD
Minkowski space is given by

hΦ̂½0�
x ðtÞΦ̂½0�

x0 ðt0Þi

¼ −
ℏ
4π

ln jσj þ ℏC

−
iℏ
4
½θðt − t0 − ðx − x0ÞÞ þ θðt − t0 þ ðx − x0ÞÞ�; ð59Þ

up to a complex constant C. Here σ ¼ −ðxμ − x0μÞðxμ −
x0μÞ=2 is Synge’s world function. Comparing (59) with
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(58), one can see that the constant C should be chosen
as ð2 ln½Ω2

0=ð2γÞ� þ 2γeÞ=ð4πÞ þ ði=4Þ to cancel similar
constants in (58) when xx0 < 0 in the strong OF coupling
limit. With this choice, adding (57) to (59), one finds
that the real part of the full equal-time correlation of
the field amplitudes on different sides of the mirror,
RehΦ̂xðtÞΦ̂x0 ðtÞi with xx0 < 0, will indeed be suppressed
for small jxj and jx0j at late times [Fig. 2 (upper right)].
However, when jxj or jx0j gets greater, the correlation
would not be largely corrected since hΦ̂xðtÞΦ̂x0 ðtÞiren goes
to zero as jxj þ jx0j → ∞ while hΦ̂½0�

x ðtÞΦ̂½0�
x0 ðt0Þi does not

[Fig. 2 (upper left) and (upper middle)].
Actually the real part of the equal-time correlator of the

field amplitudes on the same side of the mirror (xx0 > 0) is
also reduced since the real part of (57) for t ¼ t0 is
a negative function of jxj þ jx0j only. This may be inter-
preted as a consequence of the image “point charge” in the
Green’s function of the field in the presence of the detector
mirror.
Regarding to the imaginary part of the field correlator,

the renormalized correlator simply adds the effect of the
mirror to the retarded and advanced Green’s functions of

the field in free space. In Fig. 2 (lower right) one can see the
reflected and transmitted fields generated by the detector
mirror at x ¼ 0. In the presence of the detector mirror, the
translational symmetry of the system is broken.
Anyway, comparing (58) and (59), one can see that

for x and x0 fixed at finite values with xx0 < 0, which
implies ðjxj þ jx0jÞ2 ¼ ðx − x0Þ2, one has the full correlator
hΦ̂xðtÞΦ̂x0 ðtÞi → 0 as γ → ∞ [such that s → 0 and s0 → ∞
in (58)]. This is exactly the property we mentioned: A
perfect mirror will suppress the correlations of the field
amplitudes on different sides of the mirror.

D. Field spectrum

From (51) we define the field spectrum Fk
x by looking at

the full correlators of the field in the coincidence limit:

hΦ̂xðtÞ2i ¼ lim
t0→t;x0→x

hΦ̂xðtÞ; Φ̂x0 ðt0Þi≡
Z

∞

−∞

dk
2π

ℏ
2ω

Fk
x

ð60Þ

with ω≡ jkj such that

FIG. 2. The real parts (upper row) and imaginary parts (lower row) of the late-time renormalized correlator of the field in the presence
of the detector mirror [left plots, Eq. (57)], the correlator of the free field [middle, (59)], and the full correlator [right, the sum of (57) and
(59)]. Since (57) and (59) are stationary, we have shifted t and t0 from large (t, t0 ≫ trlx at late times) to small values for presentation. We
choose t ¼ t0 ¼ 0 (equal time) in the upper row and ðt0; x0Þ ¼ ð0; 2000Þ in the lower row, where the gray scale from black to white
represents the values from −1=4 to 1=4, and the values outside the past and future light cones of ðt0; x0Þ are exactly zero. Here γ ¼ 10,
γ̃ ¼ 1, Ω0 ¼ 0.1, and c ¼ ℏ ¼ 1.
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Fk
xðtÞ ¼ jφk

xðtÞj2k¼k þ jφk̃
xðtÞj2k̃¼k

þ
Z

∞

−∞
dx̃e−ikðx̃−xÞ

ω

Ω0

φA
x̃ ðtÞφA�

x ðtÞ ð61Þ

in the presence of our detector mirror. Note that k is simply
a dummy variable in the integral of (60) and Fk

x is not only
contributed by the vacuum fluctuations of the field Φ. At
late times, the last term in (61) decays out and the field
spectrum becomes

Fk
x → 1 − γ½ð2eiðωjxj−kxÞ − 1Þχω þ ð2e−iðωjxj−kxÞ − 1Þχ�ω�;

ð62Þ
which is independent of t, from (54). An example in the
overdamping regime is shown in Fig. 3. For kx < 0, the
factor eiðωjxj−kxÞ ¼ e−2ikx produces the ripple structure. For
kx > 0, Fk

x ¼ 1 − γðχω þ χ�ωÞ is independent of x [Fig. 3
(right), in particular]. In this case, for γ̃ ≪ γ, one has
Fk
x ≈ jT ðkÞj2, which is the transmittivity defined in (22)

withZ½0�
y ðtÞ ¼ 0. Thus one may interpret that Fk

x for kx > 0
is small in our example because the low-jkj modes are
almost totally reflected in the overdamping regime, while
the ripple structure of Fk

x for kx < 0 is due to the
interference of the incident and the reflected waves. The
minimum values in the valleys of the ripple in the low-jkj
regime can be very close to zero, which is significantly
deviated from the value 1 for the field vacuum in free space.
In contrast, the field spectrum at fixed x goes to 1 as
jkj → ∞, so the detector mirror is almost transparent to the
short-wavelength fluctuations [Fig. 3 (middle)].

E. Renormalized energy density of the field

The expectation value of the energy density of the field is
given by

hT̂00ðt; xÞi ¼
1

2
fh½∂tΦ̂xðtÞ�2i þ h½∂xΦ̂xðtÞ�2ig

¼ lim
ðt0;x0Þ→ðt;xÞ

1

2
ð∂t∂t0 þ ∂x∂x0 ÞhΦ̂xðtÞ; Φ̂x0 ðt0Þi:

ð63Þ

While the above expression formally diverges in the
coincident limit ðt0; x0Þ → ðt; xÞ, we are only interested
in the renormalized energy density of the field with the
contribution by the free field subtracted:

hT̂00ðt; xÞiren ¼ hT̂00ðt; xÞi − hT̂ ½0�
00ðt; xÞi; ð64Þ

which can be obtained from (63) with the full correlator
of the field hΦ̂xðtÞ; Φ̂x0 ðt0Þi replaced by the renormalized
one, hΦ̂xðtÞ; Φ̂x0 ðt0Þiren.
When substituted into (63) and (64), the late-time

correlator hΦ̂xðtÞ; Φ̂x0 ðt0Þiren in (56) is always a function
of t − t0 and xþ x0 since x and x0 must have the same
sign in the coincidence limit for x ≠ 0. This implies
∂t∂t0 hΦ̂xðtÞ; Φ̂x0 ðt0Þiren ¼ −∂x∂x0 hΦ̂xðtÞ; Φ̂x0 ðt0Þiren at late
times, and thus hT̂00ðt; xÞiren → 0 for x ≠ 0; namely, the
late-time energy density of the field outside the detector
is the same as the vacuum energy density, though the
field spectra are quite different. This is not surprising: It
is well known that the late-time stress energy tensor of
the field for a uniformly accelerated UD0 detector (with-
out coupling to Z) is exactly zero [46].
Right at the position of the detector x ¼ 0, if we choose

the regularization jxj ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
x2 þ ϵ2

p
, ϵ ¼ 0þ, then ∂xjxj will

vanish at x ¼ 0 for any finite regulator ϵ and we will end up
with hT̂00ðt; x ¼ 0Þiren → 1

2
limt0→t∂t∂t0 hΦ̂0ðtÞ; Φ̂0ðt0Þiren ¼

−ðγ=2ÞhP̂2
Ai at late times, with the late-time result of hP̂2

Ai
given in (49).

IV. CAVITY OF DETECTOR MIRRORS

With the knowledge about detector mirrors, we are ready
to model a cavity with two detector mirrors coupled to a
common scalar field in ð1þ 1ÞD Minkowski space while
each detector mirror couples to its own mechanical envi-
ronment. Our model is described by the action

FIG. 3. The late-time field spectrum Fk
x of a single mirror in Eq. (62) against k and x, where γ ¼ 10, γ̃ ¼ 1, Ω0 ¼ 0.1 (overdamping),

and c ¼ ℏ ¼ 1. L ¼ 40 is simply a scaling parameter here for convenience of comparison with Fig. 5.
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S ¼ −
Z

dtdx
1

2
∂μΦxðtÞ∂μΦxðtÞ

þ
X
d¼A;B

�
1

2

Z
dτd½ _Q2

dðτdÞ −Ω2
dQ

2
dðτdÞ� −

Z
dτddyd

1

2
∂νdZydðτdÞ∂νdZydðτdÞ

−
Z

dτd

Z
dtdxλdðτdÞQdðτdÞ

d
dτd

ΦxðtÞδðt − z0dðτdÞÞδðx − z1dðτdÞÞ

−
Z

dτddydλ̃dðτdÞQdðτdÞ
d
dτd

ZydðτdÞδðyd − ϑdÞ
	
: ð65Þ

Suppose the two detector mirrors with internal oscillators
QA and QB are at rest in space and located at x ¼ 0 and
x ¼ L > 0, respectively. In other words, τA ¼ τB ¼ t,
zμAðτAÞ ¼ ðt; 0Þ and zμBðτBÞ ¼ ðt; LÞ. Let the two detector
mirrors be identical,ΩA ¼ ΩB ¼ Ω0, λAðtÞ ¼ λBðtÞ ¼ λðtÞ,
and λ̃AðtÞ ¼ λ̃BðtÞ ¼ λ̃ðtÞ. Generalizing the operator ex-
pansions (26)–(28) to κ ¼ A, B, fkg, fk̃Ag, fk̃Bg, one can
write down the equations of motion for the mode functions:

ð∂2
t − ∂2

xÞφκ
xðtÞ ¼ ∂t½λðtÞqκAðtÞδðxÞ þ λðtÞqκBðtÞδðx − LÞ�;

ð66Þ

ð∂2
t − ∂2

ydÞζκd;ydðtÞ ¼ ∂t½λ̃dðtÞqκdðtÞδðyd − ϑdÞ�; ð67Þ

ð∂2
t þΩ2

0ÞqκdðtÞ ¼ −λðtÞ∂tφ
κ
z1d
ðtÞ − λ̃ðtÞ∂tζ

κ
d;ϑd

ðtÞ: ð68Þ

Similar to the cases of single detectors, inserting the
solutions for (66) and (67),

φκ
xðtÞ ¼ φκ½0�

x ðtÞ þ 1

2
λðt − jxjÞqκAðt − jxjÞ

þ 1

2
λðt − jx − LjÞqκBðt − jx − LjÞ; ð69Þ

ζκd;ydðtÞ ¼ ζκ
½0�
d;yd

ðtÞ þ 1

2
λ̃ðt − jyd − ϑdjÞqκdðt − jyd − ϑdjÞ;

ð70Þ

into (68), one obtains

q̈κdðtÞ þ 2½γðtÞ þ γ̃ðtÞ� _qκdðtÞ þ ½Ω2
0 þ 2_γðtÞ þ 2_̃γðtÞ�qκdðtÞ

¼ −
λðtÞ
2

∂t½λðt−LÞqκ
d̄
ðt−LÞ�− λðtÞ _φ½0�κ

z1d
ðtÞ− λ̃ðtÞ_ζ½0�κd;ϑd

ðtÞ;
ð71Þ

where Ā≡ B and B̄≡ A.

A. Relaxation and resonance

Suppose the combined system is going through a process
similar to the one in Sec. III A: It is started with the product
of the ground states of the free internal HOs and the vacuum

states of the free field and of the free mechanical environ-
ments, and the OE couplings of both detector mirrors have
been switched on for a long time (t̃0 → −∞) when their OF
couplings are switched on at t ¼ t0 ¼ 0. In (69) and (71),
one can see that only half of the retarded field emitted by
one detector mirror of the cavity in ð1þ 1ÞD Minkowski
space will reach the other detector mirror of the cavity. The
other half will go all the way to the null infinity and never
return. Carried by the retarded field, it seems that all the
initial information in the internal HO and the switching
function of the OF coupling would eventually dissipate into
the deep Minkowski space, so that there would be no initial
information around t ¼ 0 kept in our cavity at late times.
Nevertheless, as we will see below, in the absence of the OE
coupling (γ̃ ¼ 0), there can exist late-time nonsteady states
of the combined system which may depend on the initial
conditions around t ¼ 0, if the internal HOs of the detector
mirrors are resonant with their mutual influences via
the field.
Let qκ� ¼ ðqκA � qκBÞ=

ffiffiffi
2

p
. Then (71) can be rewritten as

q̈κ�ðtÞ þ 2½γðtÞ þ γ̃ðtÞ� _qκ�ðtÞ þ ½Ω2
0 þ 2_γðtÞ þ 2_̃γðtÞ�qκ�ðtÞ

¼∓ λðtÞ
2

∂t½λðt − LÞqκ�ðt − LÞ� þ fκ�ðtÞ; ð72Þ

where the driving force is defined as fκ�ðtÞ≡
−λðtÞ _φ½0�κ

� ðtÞ − λ̃ðtÞ_ζ½0�κ� ðtÞ with φ½0�κ
� ≡ ðφ½0�κ

0 � φ½0�κ
L Þ= ffiffiffi

2
p

and ζ½0�κ� ≡ ðζ½0�κA;ϑA
� ζ½0�κB;ϑB

Þ= ffiffiffi
2

p
. Now qκþ and qκ− decouple

and each is driven by a nonlocal force.
Suppose qκ�ðtÞ ¼

P
Ωα

κ
�ðΩÞe−iΩt for t ≫ L > 0 ≫ t̃0

and T ≪ L in (42), so that γ and γ̃ have become constants
of time. Since fκ�ðtÞ are zero for κ ¼ A, B and simple
harmonic for κ ¼ fkg, fk̃Ag, fk̃Bg [cf. the expressions
below Eq. (33)], for those Ω ≠ wð≡jkjÞ for κ ¼ k, or Ω ≠
w̃dð≡jk̃djÞ for κ ¼ k̃d, Eq. (72) requires

Ω2 þ 2iΩ½γ̃ þ γð1� eiΩLÞ� −Ω2
0 ¼ 0 ð73Þ

for nonzero ακ�ðΩÞ. Let Ω ¼ Rþ iI with R, I ∈ R. Then
the real and imaginary parts of (73) read
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R2 − I2 −Ω2
0 − 2I½γ̃ þ γð1� e−IL cosRLÞ�

∓ 2γRe−IL sinRL ¼ 0; ð74Þ

2RI þ 2R½γ̃ þ γð1� e−IL cosRLÞ� ∓ 2γIe−IL sinRL ¼ 0:

ð75Þ

The real solutions forΩ, if they exist, will have I ¼ 0 and
so (75) implies

∓ cosRL ¼ 1þ γ̃

γ
; ð76Þ

which will not be true unless γ̃ ¼ 0 since j cosRLj ≤ 1 and
γ, γ̃ ≥ 0. For γ̃ ¼ 0, the real solution for (73) is Ω ¼ Ω0 for
qκ− whenΩ0 ¼ 2nπ=L for some positive integer n or for qκþ
when Ω0 ¼ ð2n − 1Þπ=L. When one of these happens, the
internal HOs in the detector mirrors are resonant with their
mutual influences, while qκ�ðtÞ will never both settle down
to steady states of constant amplitudes. This makes the late-
time field spectrum [∼jφk

xðtÞj2; see Sec. IV B] inside the
cavity restless forever in a range of frequency jkj of the
driving force fk�ðtÞ (k ¼ k, k̃A, k̃B), due to the mixing
of the driving and the resonant frequencies. Outside the
cavity, the late-time field spectrum at the same frequencies
will never settle down, either, though the changes in time
are less significant in magnitude than those inside the
cavity. These time-varying patterns of the field spectrum at
late times may depend on the initial conditions such as the
timescale and the functional form of the switching function
γðtÞ for the OF coupling.
If there exist purely imaginary solutions, which have

R ¼ 0, then (75) will be trivial (0 ¼ 0) and (74) will
become

I2 þ Ω2
0 ¼ −2I½γ̃ þ γð1� e−ILÞ�; ð77Þ

which implies that I ≠ 0 and I½γ̃ þ γð1� e−ILÞ� must
be negative. If I > 0, then 1� e−IL > 0 and so
I½γ̃ þ γð1� e−ILÞ� > 0, which contradicts (77). Thus I
must be negative here. Similarly, when both R and I are
nonzero, (74) and (75) yield

ðR2 þ I2Þf1þ 2I−1½γ̃ þ γð1� e−IL cosRLÞ�g ¼ −Ω2
0;

ð78Þ

which implies that the expression in the curly brackets
must be negative. If I > 0, then 1þ ð2=IÞ½γ̃ þ γð1�
e−IL cosRLÞ� > 0 and (78) cannot hold. So I must be
negative here, too. Therefore, the imaginary parts of the
complex solutions for Ω ≠ w, w̃d, or Ω0 if Ω0 ¼ nπ=L for
some positive integer n, must be negative, and the corre-
sponding modes e−iΩt ¼ e−jIjte−iRt will decay out as
t → ∞. At late times, only the oscillations of Ω ¼ w

and w̃d for all values of Ω0, and additionally Ω ¼ Ω0

when Ω0 happens to be nπ=L for some positive integer n,
will survive.
Longer relaxation times would occur in the cases with

Ω ≈Ω0 ≈ nπ=L for some positive integer n. In these near-
resonance cases, one may write

Ω ¼ nπ
L

þ ϵn þ iIn; ð79Þ

where jϵnj, jInj ≪ nπ=L and In < 0. Assuming jϵnj and jInj
are roughly the same order and jϵnLj, jInLj ≪ 1, then they
can be approximated by

ϵn ≈
Ω2

0 − ðnπ=LÞ2
2ðnπ=LÞð1þ γLÞ ;

In ≈
1

γL2

(
Jn −

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
J2n þ 2γL2

�
γ̃ þ γϵ2nL2

2

�s )
;

Jn ≡ 1þ γLþ ð−1Þn γϵnL
2

nπ
; ð80Þ

from (74) and (75). To keep the above approximate
expression of ϵn small, one should take a large value of
γL, and/or Ω0 should be very close to nπ=L with some
positive integer n. This can be achieved more easily when
the separation of the mirrors L is large, since jΩ0 −
nπ=Lj ≤ π=ð2LÞ will be small for a general Ω0 and the
integer n closest to the value of Ω0L=π. For a very large
L the approximation can be good even for jΩ0 − n0π=Lj
being a few times of π=L for some n0 ≠ n. Note that
Injϵn¼0 vanishes for γ̃ ¼ 0, when we return to the
resonant cases.
As we have known in (77), besides Ω ≈ nπ=L with

positive integer n, there may exist purely imaginary
solutions Ω ¼ iI0 for qκþ (in general) and for qκ− (in some
particular parameter ranges). According to (77), indeed,
when jI0Lj ≪ 1, one has

I0 ≈ Re

�
−ðγ̃ þ 2γÞ þ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ðγ̃ þ 2γÞ2 −Ω2

0ð1 − 2γLÞ
p

1 − 2γL

�
ð81Þ

for qþ, which is always closer to zero than the counter-
part for q− (if any) is. These would be clear by arranging
(77) into I2 þ 2Iðγ̃ þ γÞ þΩ2

0 ¼∓ 2Ie−IL for q� and
then observing that the left-hand side is a concave-up
parabola with the minimum at some negative I while the
right-hand side is zero at I ¼ 0 and monotonically
decreasing (increasing) for qκþ (qκ−) as I approaches to
0 from a negative value.
The relaxation time for our cavity with a not-too-small

separation of the mirrors could be estimated by the inverse
of the minimal jIn0 j (n0 ¼ 0; 1; 2; 3;…) among the above
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solutions. In the cases with the minimal jInj ≠ jI0j (namely,
n > 0), when the separation is sufficiently large so that
γL ≫ γ̃, and Ω0 is close enough to nπ=L, one has

trlx ≈ ð1þ γLÞ=γ̃ ð82Þ

for the HO pair in the weak OE coupling and strong OF
coupling, overdamping regime. Compared with (16) for the
HO in a detector mirror in the same regime, we see that a
stronger OF coupling still makes the relaxation time longer
and trlx ∼ γ for very large γ in both cases, but a stronger HO
environment here plays the opposite role to those in the
single-mirror cases and shorten the relaxation time of the
cavity near resonance.
Note that, unlike the ð3þ 1ÞD case in Ref. [47], there is

no instability in the small L limit here since the retarded
field is independent of the distance L from the source in
ð1þ 1ÞD, while it is proportional to 1=L in [47]. As L → 0,
the equations of motion in (72) simply become regular,
ordinary differential equations without delay.

B. Cavity modes at late times

With a nonvanishing coupling to the environment γ̃, one
can get rid of the late-time nonsteady states described in
Sec. IVA. After the OF coupling is switched on, if we look
at the field amplitudes only in the cavity, the field spectrum
will appear to evolve from continuous to nearly discrete in
the neighborhood of the resonant frequency.
For t > 0, the field spectrum defined in (60) can be read

off from the coincidence limit of the symmetrized two-
point correlator of the field,

hΦ̂xðtÞ; Φ̂x0 ðt0Þi ¼ Re

�Z
dk
2π

ℏ
2w

φk
xðtÞφk�

x0 ðt0Þ

þ
Z

dk̃A
2π

ℏ
2w̃A

φk̃A
x ðtÞφk̃A�

x0 ðt0Þ

þ
Z

dk̃B
2π

ℏ
2w̃B

φk̃B
x ðtÞφk̃B�

x0 ðt0Þ
	

ð83Þ

in the presence of the cavity. An example on the time
evolution of the field modes is given in Fig. 4, where we
consider a case with a larger value of γ̃, namely, Ω0, L−1 <
γ̃ ≪ γ to reach the late-time steady states sooner while a
wide range of the cavity modes can still be generated. In
this example, the evolution of each single field mode from
the initial moment to late times can roughly be divided into
four stages: (i) At very early times, the shock waves
produced by the switching on of the OF coupling propagate
freely in space; (ii) after the waves produced by two
different mirrors collide, violent changes of the field
amplitude squared occur; (iii) after a timescale comparable
with the relaxation time of the cavity, the interference
pattern of the cavity mode is basically built up, but the field
amplitude squared keeps ringing down with small oscil-
lations in time; (iv) after a longer timescale the shape of the
field spectrum against x gets into the late-time steady state.
The resonant modes (ω ≈ nπ=L, n ¼ 1; 2; 3;…) will sur-
vive, while the off-resonant modes will be suppressed in the
cavity.
At late times, the mode functions in (83) become

φk
xðtÞ → e−iwtfeikx − γ½ð1þ eikLÞEþ

wðxÞχþw
þ ð1 − eikLÞE−

wðxÞχ−w�g; ð84Þ

FIG. 4. Time evolution of the field spectrum Fk
x defined in (60) and read off from (83) for k ¼ 2.01π=L (right mover, upper row) and

k ¼ −1.5π=L (left mover, lower row) against x. Here γ ¼ 10, γ̃ ¼ 1, Ω0 ¼ 1=10, L ¼ 40, and c ¼ ℏ ¼ 1. The green dashed lines mark

the locations of the detector mirrors at x ¼ 0 and x ¼ L ¼ 40. Here the relaxation time for each single mirror is tð1Þrlx ≈ 2200 according to

(16), while the relaxation time for the cavity is tð2Þrlx ¼ 1=jI0j ≈ 4219 ≈ 2tð1Þrlx from (81). The third and the fourth plots from the left in each

row are Fk
x at t ≈ tð1Þrlx and tð2Þrlx , respectively.
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φk̃A
x ðtÞ → −

ffiffiffiffiffi
γγ̃

p
eik̃AϑA−iw̃At½Eþ

w̃A
ðxÞχþw̃A

þ E−
w̃A
ðxÞχ−w̃A

�; ð85Þ

φk̃B
x ðtÞ → −

ffiffiffiffiffi
γγ̃

p
eik̃BϑB−iw̃Bt½Eþ

w̃B
ðxÞχþw̃B

− E−
w̃B
ðxÞχ−w̃B

�; ð86Þ

with

E�
ωðxÞ≡ eiωjxj � eiωjx−Lj; ð87Þ

χ�ω ≡ −iω
Ω2

0 − ω2 − 2iω½γ̃ þ γð1� eiωLÞ� ; ð88Þ

such that qk� ¼ χ�ωð−λφ½0�k
� − λ̃ζ½0�k� Þ, k ¼ fkg, fk̃Ag, fk̃Bg,

ω ¼ jkj, from (72). Then the coincidence limit ðt0; x0Þ →
ðt; xÞ gives the late-time field spectrum:

Fk
x ¼ 1þ γRefχþωEþ

ωðxÞ½Eþ�
ω ðxÞ − 2ðe−ikx þ e−ikðx−LÞÞ�

þ χ−ωE−
ωðxÞ½E−�

ω ðxÞ − 2ðe−ikx − e−ikðx−LÞÞ�g; ð89Þ

as defined in (60). Here we have used the identity

χ�ω þ χ��
ω ¼ 4½γ̃ þ γð1� cosωLÞ�jχ�ω j2 ð90Þ

similar to (55). Note that the odd functions of k in the
integrand for the late-time hΦ̂xðtÞ; Φ̂x0 ðt0Þi do not contribute
to the k integral and so they are not included in the
above Fk

x.
Examples of the late-time field spectra in the over- and

underdamping regimes are shown in Figs. 5 and 6,
respectively. Figure 5 is the late-time result of the case
considered in Fig. 4. One can see that there are indeed many

FIG. 6. (Left) The late-time field spectrum Fk
xðtÞ against k and x in the underdamping regime, where γ ¼ 0.01, γ̃ ¼ 0.003, Ω0 ¼ 0.4,

L ¼ 40, and c ¼ ℏ ¼ 1. Here we only show the domain of k > 0 (right movers). (Middle) The field spectrum against x for the cavity
mode of k ¼ 5.0628π=L ≈ 0.3976 ≈ Ω0 − γ̃ (black line) and the field mode of k ¼ −6.5345π=L ≈ −ð7 − ð1=2ÞÞπ=L (red line, resonant
transmission from right to left). (Right) Fk

x at the cavity center x ¼ L=2 ¼ 20 (blue line) and x ¼ 2L ¼ 80 (red dashed line) for k > 0.
The blue curve shows that the only significant cavity mode for k > 0 is peaked at k ≈ 5.0628L=π. The red dashed curve indicates that the
transmittivity through the cavity is suppressed around the cavity mode and close to 1 around the resonant transmissions at
k ≈ ðn − 1=2Þπ=L, n ¼ 1; 2; 3;….

FIG. 5. (Left) The late-time field spectrum Fk
xðtÞ against k and x in the overdamping regime, with the same parameter values as those

in Fig. 4. (Middle) The late-time results of Fk
x in Fig. 4 for k ¼ 2.01π=L (black line) and k ¼ −1.5π=L (red line). (Right) Fk

x at the cavity
center x ¼ L=2 ¼ 20 shows that the field spectrum in the cavity is nearly discrete in the low-jkj regime (inset), while the sharpness and
the contrast of the comb teeth around jkj ¼ ð2n − 1Þπ=L, n ¼ 1; 2; 3;…, decrease as jkj increases.
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cavity modes inside the cavity (0 < x < L) in the strong OF
coupling, overdamping regime. The standing waves due to
the interference of the incident and reflected waves outside
the cavity, similar to those in the single-mirror case in Fig. 3,
can also be seen. Sampling at the center of the cavity
x ¼ L=2, the field spectrum Fk

L=2 looks discrete in

the low-jkj regime. In this example, Ω2
0 ≪ 2γ̃π=L and so

the peak values of the comb teeth of Fk
L=2 with small n are

about 2γ=γ̃, while in the high-jkj regime Fk
L=2 ≈ 1þ

4ðγ=ωÞ sinωL looks continuous and goes to the free-space
value 1 as ω ¼ jkj → ∞. The working range of this detector
mirror is about 0 < k < 150π=L from Fig. 5 (right).
When our attention is restricted in the cavity, it appears

that all the two-point correlators of an off-resonant mode in
the cavity, hΦk;Φ−ki, hΠk;Π−ki, and hΦk;Π−ki, are sup-
pressed in the strong OF coupling regime, and the uncer-
tainty relation of that mode would be violated. This is not
true since in looking at those correlators in the k space we
have to consider the field spectrum outside the cavity
as well.
As we discussed in Sec. II C and illustrate in Fig. 6, there

are only one or a few pairs of significant cavity modes at
late times in the weak OF coupling, underdamping regime.
In Fig. 6 the only significant cavity modes are peaked
around jkj ≈ 5π=L, which is nearly resonant with the
natural frequency Ω0 of the internal HO in this example.
The reflectivity in the vicinity of the resonant frequency is
high enough to suppress the transmitted wave on the other
side of the cavity, while the detector mirrors become almost
transparent for the field modes away from this narrow
resonance. Outside the cavity, one can see the interference
pattern of the incident wave and the reflected waves by the
two detector mirrors if the reflectivity of the mirror for that
field mode is not too small or too large. The interferences of
the waves reflected by the two detector mirrors are
destructive for k ≈�ðn − ð1=2ÞÞπ=L, n ¼ 1; 2; 3;…,

where the resonant transmission occurs, and constructive
for k ≈�nπ=L, which is the basis of Bragg reflection
[35,36,48,49]. The result in the overdamping regime in
Fig. 5 (left) does not show this feature because the
reflectivity of the detector mirrors in the plot is so close
to 1 that the waves (say, from x < 0) transmitted through
the first mirror (at x ¼ 0) and reflected by the second mirror
(at x ¼ L), and then transmitted through the first mirror
again to the incident region (x < 0), are negligible. In the
same conditions as those in Fig. 5 but now going to the
high-jkj regime where the reflectivity is lower, similar
destructive and constructive interferences of the incidence
and reflected waves outside the cavity can also be observed.

C. Casimir effect

Inserting the results (83)–(88) into (63) and (64), one
obtains the late-time renormalized field energy density in
the presence of the cavity mirrors:

hT̂00ðt; xÞiren → lim
ðt0;x0Þ→ðt;xÞ

1

2
ð∂t∂t0 þ ∂x∂x0 Þ

×
Z

ωM

0

dω
2π

ℏ
2ω

Fωðt; x; t0; x0Þ; ð91Þ

where

Fωðt; x; t0; x0Þ ¼ −2γ cosωðt − t0ÞRe½χþωEþðxÞEþðx0Þ
þ χ−ωE−ðxÞE−ðx0Þ� ð92Þ

and ωM is the UV cutoff, which should be identical to the
ones for the internal HOs of our detector mirrors (will be
introduced in Sec. IV D) since (91) has included the
backreaction of the detector mirrors to the field. A
straightforward calculation shows that at late times
hT̂00ðt; xÞiren ¼ 0 outside the cavity (x < 0 or x > L),
and inside the cavity

hT̂00ðt; xÞirenj0<x<L → −ℏRe
Z

ωM

0

dω
2π

8γ2ω3e2iωL

½ω2 þ 2iωðγ þ γ̃Þ − Ω2
0�2 þ 4γ2ω2e2iωL

⟶
ωM→∞

ρΦ; ð93Þ

which is a finite constant independent of x. For Ω0 ¼ 0.1,
γ ¼ 10, γ̃ ¼ 1, and L ¼ 40 in Figs. 4 and 5, we have
ρΦ ≈ −0.0000483163 < 0 (c ¼ ℏ ¼ 1). This is the Casimir
effect in our cavity of imperfect mirrors.
The integral in (93) for small UV cutoff ωM oscillates

between negative and positive values as ωM increases
[Fig. 7 (left)]. The amplitude of this oscillation remains
large until ωM gets much greater than γ, γ̃, and Ω0, when
the ω4 term dominates the denominator of the integrand
in (93) for ω close to ωM and makes the integral evolving
like −ℏRe½RωM dω8γ2e2iωL=ð2πωÞ�¼−4ℏγ2Cið2LωMÞ=π≈
−2ℏγ2ðπLωMÞ−1sinð2LωMÞ on top of the lower-UV-cutoff

result, so that hT̂00ðt; xÞiren in the cavity oscillates roughly
about the constant ρΦ with the amplitude decreasing asω−1

M .
One cannot see whether the value of the renormalized
energy density is negative or positive if the UV cutoff is not
large enough. If ρΦ < 0, one should take the value of ωM

much greater than 2ℏγ2=ðπLjρΦjÞ to resolve the negativity
of ρΦ. This reminds us about the fact that the Casimir effect
is a finite-size effect of constraints on quantum fluctuations
[50], which is not a purely IR or UV phenomenon. It
depends not only on the field modes of long wavelengths
comparable with the scale of the background geometry.
One has to sum over all the cavity modes in a perfect cavity
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to obtain the conventional result of the Casimir energy
density [5].
If one introduces a normalizable, smooth switching

function such as a Gaussian or Lorentzian function of time
for the coupling of an apparatus to the cavity field, it will
suppress the contribution from the short-wavelength modes
[12] and makes the “observed” energy density not so
negative [43–45]. In our model the spectrum of the short-
wavelength modes is closer to the ones in free space than
those in a perfect cavity. One may wonder if there exists
some choice of the parameter values which leads to a non-
negative late-time energy density in our cavity for ωM
sufficiently large. To answer this question, one needs to
know the exact sign of ρΦ, which looks very hard in
calculating (93) numerically when ρΦ is extremely close
to zero.
Fortunately, the poles in the integrand of (93) are all

located in the lower half of the complex plane. Thus the
integral along a closed contour from ω ¼ 0 → ∞ → i∞ →
0 in the upper complex plane [Fig. 7 (right)] gives zero.
Since L > 0 in the factor e2iLω in the numerator of the
integrand in (93), which suppressed the contribution around
ω ∼ i∞ [the dotted part of the contour in Fig. 7 (right)], we
have

ρΦ ¼ −ℏ
Z

∞

0

dβ
2π

8γ2β3e−2Lβ

½β2 þ 2βðγ þ γ̃Þ þΩ2
0�2 − 4γ2β2e−2Lβ

;

ð94Þ

which is Wick-rotated from (93) by letting ω ¼ iβ [23–26].
Equation (94) converges much faster than (93) in numerical
calculations. Further, the integrand in (94) is positive
definite for β ≥ 0, so ρΦ must be negative for all regular,
nonresonant choices of the parameter values in our model
[in the resonant case with γ̃ ¼ 0 and Ω0 ¼ nπ=L for some

positive integer n, the system will never settle down to the
late-time steady state with (93); see Sec. IV B]. Note that
we did not take the strong OF coupling limit in obtaining
(93) and (94). Even in the weak OF coupling regime where
the working range of our detector mirrors is narrow (recall
Figs. 1 and 6), the Casimir energy density in our cavity with
sufficiently large ωM is still negative, though it may be very
close to zero. In the example in Fig. 6, indeed, one has
ρΦ ≈ −6.9096 × 10−10 < 0 in the cavity, while only one
pair of the cavity modes are significant in the under-
damping regime there.
It is obvious in (93) and (94) that the Casimir energy

density goes to zero as the OF coupling γ → 0. Going to the
other extreme, if one takes the limit γ → ∞ before doing
integration [23–26], then

ρΦ → −ℏRe
Z

∞

0

dω
2π

8γ2ω3e2iωL

−4ω2γ2 þ 4γ2ω2e2iωL

¼ −ℏRe
Z

∞

0

dω
π

ωe2iωL

−1þ e2iωL

¼ ℏRe
Z

∞

0

dω
π

ω
X∞
n¼1

e2iωLn ¼ ℏ
π
Re

X∞
n¼1

Z
∞

0

dωωe2iωLn

¼ ℏ
π

X∞
n¼1

−1
4L2n2

¼ −
ℏπ
24L2

; ð95Þ

and one recovers the conventional result for a perfect cavity
in ð1þ 1ÞD [4]. In the above calculation a regularization
L → Lþ iϵ with ϵ → 0þ is understood. For L ¼ 40, ρΦ ≈
−0.000 081 812 3 in (95), which is the same order of
magnitude as the Casimir energy density in Fig. 7.
Right at the position of a detector mirror (z1A ¼ 0 or

z1B ¼ L), one has the late-time renormalized energy density
of the field

FIG. 7. (Left) Late-time energy density of the field hT̂00iren in (93) inside the cavity against the UV cutoff ωM scaled by π=L (red).
Here γ ¼ 10, γ̃ ¼ 1,Ω0 ¼ 0.1, L ¼ 40, and c ¼ ℏ ¼ 1. The value of hT̂00iren oscillates between negative and positive values for ωM less
than about 4.2 × 105π=L and then converges to −0.000 048 316 3 (black dashed line) as ωM increases further. The blue curve in the inset
is the field spectrum in Fig. 5 (right). The largest amplitude of the oscillating hT̂00iren occurs around ðωML=πÞ ≈ 250, namely,
ωM ≈ 2γ ¼ 20, where the peak values of the field spectrum have dropped significantly from the maximum at low ωM. (Right) The poles
(represented in “×”) in the integrand of (93) are all in the lower half of the complex ω plane. Thus the integral along the closed contour
(dashed and dotted lines) must vanish.
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hT̂00ðzμdÞiren → −
γ

2
hP̂2

dðtÞi þ hT̂00ðt; xÞirenj0<x<L; ð96Þ

which appears to have a logarithmic divergence in the first
term if we did not introduce a UV cutoff ωM for hP̂2

dðtÞi
[see (101) and below]. With a finite ωM, while the above
energy density of the field has a large negative value, its
contribution to the field energy is about f−ðγ=2ÞhP̂2

dðtÞiþ
hT̂00irenj0<x<Lgdx, which is small compared with the
detector energy Ed ¼ ðhP̂2

dðtÞi þ Ω2
0hQ̂2

dðtÞiÞ=2. Thus the
total energy around is still positive. Also the total Casimir
energy of the field is still

EΦ ¼
Z

∞

−∞
dxhT̂00ðt; xÞiren ¼ LhT̂00irenj0<x<L; ð97Þ

since the contribution by the finite hT̂00ðzμdÞiren at x ¼ 0 and
x ¼ L are infinitesimal in the integral.
When L → 0, the conventional result for the Casimir

energy diverges like L × ð−L−2Þ ¼ −L−1 from (95) and
(97). In contrast, ρΦ in (94) behaves like lnL when L is
small, so the total Casimir energy EΦ ∼ L × lnL goes to
zero as the separation L → 0 in our model. The total energy
of our HO-field system (with the field energy radiated in
transient ignored) is thus finite and cutoff dependent and
would be positive when the UV cutoff is sufficiently large.

D. Late-time entanglement between mirror oscillators

For our cavity of two detector mirrors, the symmetric
two-point correlators of the internal HOs of the detectors
can be formally represented as

hQ̂dðtÞ;Q̂d0 ðt0Þi

¼ 1

2
Re

� X
d̃;d̃0¼A;B

ℏ
2Ω0

qd̃dðtÞqd̃
0�

d0 ðt0Þþ
Z

dk
2π

ℏ
2w

qkdðtÞqk�d0 ðt0Þ

þ
Z

dk̃A
2π

ℏ
2w̃A

qk̃Ad ðtÞqk̃A�d0 ðt0Þþ
Z

dk̃B
2π

ℏ
2w̃B

qk̃Bd ðtÞqk̃B�d0 ðt0Þ
�
;

ð98Þ

and so on. After some algebra, the late-time correlators of
the oscillators are found to be

hQ̂2
AðtÞi ¼ hQ̂2

BðtÞi ¼ 2ReðF 0þ þ F 0−Þ; ð99Þ

hQ̂AðtÞ; Q̂BðtÞi ¼ 2ReðF 0þ − F 0−Þ; ð100Þ

hP̂2
AðtÞi ¼ hP̂2

BðtÞi ¼ 2ReðF 2þ þ F 2−Þ; ð101Þ

hP̂AðtÞ; P̂BðtÞi ¼ 2ReðF 2þ − F 2−Þ; ð102Þ

and hQ̂dðtÞ; P̂d0 ðtÞi ¼ 0. Here

F c� ≡ ℏ
4π

Z
ωM

0

dωωc−1χ�ω ð103Þ

with the UV cutoff ωM and the susceptibility functions χ�ω
defined in (88). The above late-time results are actually
constants of t and very similar to Eqs. (48)–(52) in Ref. [47]
except the oscillating term (∝ γeiωL in the denominator of
χ�ω ) due to the differences in the coupling and the number of
spatial dimensions. Unlike its counterpart in [47], the
oscillating term here keeps the denominator of the inte-
grand of F c� regular as L → 0 for every finite ω.
For L ¼ 0, the integrals of F c� can be done analytically

to get

F 0�jL¼0 ¼
ℏi

4πΓ�
tan−1

ωþ iγ�
Γ�

����ωM

ω¼0

⟶
ωM≫γ�;Ω0 ℏi

4πΓ�

�
π

2
− tan−1

iγ�
Γ�

�
; ð104Þ

ReF 2�jL¼0 ¼ðΩ2
0 − 2γ2�ÞReF 0�jL¼0

þ ℏγ�
8π

ln
ðω2

M −Ω2
0Þ2 þ 4γ2�ω

2
M

Ω4
0

⟶
ωM≫γ�;Ω0ðΩ2

0 − 2γ2�ÞReF 0�jL¼0 þ
ℏγ�
2π

Λ1; ð105Þ

with γ� ≡ γ̃ þ γð1� 1Þ and Γ� ≡ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
γ2� −Ω2

0

p
, which can

be real (overdamping) or imaginary (underdamping). Here
we set ωM ¼ Ω0eΛ1 to recover Eq. (A12) in Ref. [39] after
the Λ1 there is redefined as Λ1 ¼ −γe − lnΩrjτ − τ0j, as we
discussed in Sec. III B [51]. While ReF 2�jL¼0 is UV
divergent as ωM → ∞, when the UV cutoff ωM and so Λ1

are set to be finite and not too large, the internal HOs of the
two UD0 detectors can be entangled. For example, when
Λ1 ¼ 100, γ ¼ 10, γ̃ ¼ 0.01, Ω0 ¼ 0.1, and c ¼ ℏ ¼ 1, we
find c2− − ðℏ2=4Þ ≈ −0.18 with c2− ≡ 16ReF 0þReF 2−
[52], and the separability function Σ≡ð16ReF 0þReF 2−−
ðℏ2=4ÞÞ×ð16ReF 0−ReF 2þ−ðℏ2=4ÞÞ≈−1076 is negative
[47], while the uncertainty function ϒ≡ð16ReF 0þ
ReF 2þ−ðℏ2=4ÞÞð16ReF 0−ReF 2−−ðℏ2=4ÞÞ≈370 is pos-
itive. This implies that the reduced state of the oscillator
pair, which is a Gaussian state, is well behaved and the
oscillators are entangled [with the logarithmic negativity
EN ¼ maxf0;− log2ð2c−=ℏÞg ≈ 0.94] [47,53–56]. If we
increase the value of Λ1 while keeping all other parameters
unchanged, the oscillators will be entangled until Λ1

exceeds about 400.
For L > 0, the integrals of F c� deviate significantly

from those with L ¼ 0 for ωM > Oðπ=LÞ (Fig. 8). When
we fix γ̃, Ω0, and L, the unphysical negative-ϒ region in
which the uncertainty relationϒ ≥ 0 is violated looks like a
wedge in theωMγ plane in our examples with eitherωM or γ
not too large (gray regions in Fig. 9). The angle and the
slopes of the two boundaries of the wedge decrease as L
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increases (compare the upper-left, upper-right, and lower-
left plots in Fig. 9). Around the boundary of the negative-ϒ
region there are islands of parameter values in which one
has Σ < 0 while the uncertainty relation ϒ ≥ 0 holds (dark

regions). The late-time quantum entanglement between the
oscillators of the two mirrors only occurs when the point
ðωM; γÞ with the fixed values of γ̃, Ω0, and L is located in
one of these islands in the parameter space. The islands

FIG. 9. The HO pair with (ωM, γ) in the dark regions is entangled at late times (Σ < 0 and ϒ ≥ 0), while in the gray regions the
uncertainty relation of the reduced state of the HOs is violated (ϒ < 0) and so unphysical. The upper-middle plot is an enlargement of
the lower-left corner of the upper-left plot. The result along the horizontal lines γL=π ¼ 0.001 in the upper-left and upper-middle plots
and the line γL=π ¼ 2.5 in the lower-left plot can be compared with Fig. 8 (left) and (right), respectively.

FIG. 8. The uncertainty function ϒ (black lines) and the separability function Σ (red lines) with L ¼ 0.0001 (left) and L ¼ 1 (right)
against the UV cutoff ωM (scaled by L=π in the plot) at late times. The gray dashed and pink dashed curves areϒ and Σ, respectively, for
L ¼ 0 with the same ωM [obtained from Eqs. (104) and (105)].
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look disconnected in the ωMγ plane because ϒðωMÞ and
ΣðωMÞ are alternating when ωM ∼OðγÞ; namely, if
ϒðωMÞ > ΣðωMÞ for some ωM ¼ Λ, then ϒðωMÞ <
ΣðωMÞ for ωM ≈ Λ� π=L, as shown in Fig. 8 (right).
This is due to the alternating nature of the γð1� eiωLÞ term
in the denominators of χ�ω in F c�. As γ̃ increases, the
projections of the islands on the ωM axis are roughly
invariant, while the whole wedge of theϒ < 0 region shifts
along theþωM direction (from left to right in the lower row
of Fig. 9). The width of those islands in ωM is about
Oðπ=LÞ; thus, the larger Lwould give a smaller scale of the
islands in the ωMγγ̃ space.
For any UV cutoff ωM, no matter how large it is, the

above result suggests that one still has a chance to find an
OF coupling strength γ ∼OðωMÞ while adjusting the UV
cutoff around ωM � π=L (with γ̃, Ω0, and L fixed) to make
the two internal HOs entangled at late times. However, this
is extremely fine-tuned and the result cannot be trusted in
this regime since the interaction energy could easily exceed
the validity range of this model. Moreover, when γ and ωM
have the same order of magnitude while γ̃, Ω0, and 1=L are
relatively small, the denominator of the integrand in (93) is
approximately ω4 þ 4iγω3 þ 4γ2ω2ðe2iωL − 1Þ, whose
three terms are roughly the same order of magnitude,
namely, Oðγ4Þ, so the energy density of the field in the
cavity around this parameter range oscillates largely
between positive and negative values as ωM increases.
Indeed, in Fig. 7 (left) one can see that the maximum
amplitude of the oscillating value of the field energy
density occurs around ωM ≈ 2γ, and the oscillation will
not be suppressed until ωM is much larger. Such a large UV
cutoff [ωM ≫ OðγÞ] is also desirable to get rid of the
violation of the uncertainty relation, by noting that the
small dark islands are always neighboring to the gray
regions in Fig. 9. Thus the late-time entanglement between
the HOs of the cavity mirrors is very unlikely to exist for
physically reasonable values of the UV cutoff in our model.

V. SUMMARY

We employed the derivative-coupling Unruh-DeWitt
(UD0) HO detector theory in (1þ 1) dimensions to model
the atom mirror interacting with a massless quantum field
(OF coupling) and an environment of mechanical degrees
of freedom (OE coupling). The reflectivity of our atom or
detector mirror is dynamically determined by the interplay
of the detector’s internal oscillator and the field. In the
strong OF coupling regime, the effect of the mechanical
environment is negligible and the detector acts like a

perfect mirror at late times, when the energy density of
the field outside the detector vanishes while the field
spectrum is nontrivial. Compared with the field correlators
in free space, in the presence of a detector mirror the late-
time correlators are reduced for both the field amplitudes on
the same side and those on two different sides of the mirror.
A pair of such UD0 detector mirrors can form a cavity. If

both oscillators are decoupled from the environment, the
system will not settle to a steady state at late times if the two
internal HOs of the cavity mirrors are on resonance;
namely, the natural frequency of the oscillator is integer
times of the frequency for the massless scalar field in the
cavity traveling from one detector mirror to the other.
If the OE coupling is nonvanishing, the field in this

cavity will evolve into a steady, quasidiscrete spectrum at
late times. Then there will be many cavity modes in the
strong OF coupling, overdamping regime but only one or a
few pairs of significant cavity modes in the weak OF
coupling, underdamping regime. With the UV cutoff
sufficiently large, the late-time renormalized field energy
density in the cavity converges to a negative value for all
positive OF coupling strengths. In the infinite OF coupling
limit, the negative field energy density goes to the conven-
tional result in the Casimir effect. In contrast to the
conventional result with the perfect mirrors, however, the
total energy density in our cavity does not diverge as
the separation of the detector mirrors goes to zero. Outside
the cavity the renormalized field energy density is again
vanishing while the field spectrum is nontrivial.
Our result shows that the internal oscillators of the two

mirrors of our cavity can have late-time entanglement when
the OF coupling strength is roughly of the same order of the
UV cutoff for the two identical HOs. In this regime,
however, the model is nearly broken down, and the field
energy density in the cavity does not converge but is very
sensitive to the choice of the UV cutoff. When the UV
cutoff is large enough to obtain a convergent value of the
Casimir energy density and far from inconsistencies, the
HOs in the parameter range of our results are always
separable.
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